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The purpose of this study is twofold. One is to examine some of the 
causes of school failure among children who have an average or above aver-
age intellectual capacity. Another purpose is . to evaluate the effective-
ness of treatment. In this study it is done by ascertaining whether 
success continues after leaving the treatment situation and by evaluating 
some of the factors influencing the present adjustment of the child. 
The writer has long been interested in the problem of children who 
do not fulfill their potential intellectual ability. This type of problem 
is quite prevalant in our school system. The t eacher often realizes that 
a particular child is capable of doing better work and yet seems unable 
to produce and fulfill the requirements. 
Child guidance clinics are also concerned about these children. 
There have been studies made and thought given to this subject. As yet 
not enough is lmown about the problem, and there is a need for more re-
search in this area. 
This study is justified not only because it concerns clinician$, 
parents, and teachers, but also society as a whole. If they are not 
helped these children will grow up without fulfilling their potential 
ability, and whatever they would have contributed to society will have 
been lost. 
Those involved in child guidance work have been interested in 
follow-up evaluations of clients in order to determine the success or 
failure of treatment and to evaluate the extent that treatment has 
l. 
2. 
influenced this adjustment. This study, therefore, also represents an 
attempt to determine the results of treatment and how it is affecting 
the child's present adjustment. 
In chapter two the writer discusses the importance of parental 
relationships in the development of the child, and how parents' atti-
tudes can in turn affect the child's attitude toward the learning pro-
cess causing him success or difficulties in school. Thus in analyzing 
t he case material the writer is interested in the following questions: 
l. wnat are the maternal attitudes towards these children? 
2. What are the paternal relationships with these children? 
Thi s study also deals with an analysis of the child at the present 
, time. The writer is interested in the following questions: 
l. ~nat is the present adjustment of t he child? 
2. What are some of the factors responsible for this adjustment? 
~ethod and Scope.-- The cases were selected on the basis of having learn-
i ng difficulties and closed as "successful" between the five year period 
of 1950 to 1955. The writer excluded those cases where 11 slight improve-
/ 
ment," or "improvement" were shown and accepted only those marked "much 
i :mprove!Tl.e!lt" or "successful." The clients had to be seen for at least 
six months in order for treatment to be on a more intensive level. The 
writer also excluded those children with a physi cal handicap in order to 
eliminate this added disability to the cause of school f ailure. For the 
same reason those children who did not have a father and mother figure to 
identify with were excluded. All of the children had to fit int o the 
criterion of an average or above average intelligence quotient. Fourteen 
cases were found to fit the criteria. Five of the clients, however, 
could not be located in the 'phone book or city directory. The agency 
recommended that the writer not contact one client, the reason for which 
was not in respect to the success or failure of the case. After the 
above eliminations eight cases - seven boys and one girl fitted the cri-
teria. 
The writer read the case material and analyzed it according to the 
schedule found in the appendix~ Whenever the worker was still at the 
agency he or she was interviewed for added material. The writer then 
'phoned each client. An unstructured interview was held with the mother 
and the follow-up schedule, found in the appendix, kept in mind. The 
writer carried a letter from the director of the agency for identifica-
tion. 
Limitations.-- Because this study is limited to eight cases it is 
valid only for these cases and few generalizations can be made. However, 
the writer feels that implications can be noted for further study and 
investigation. 
The content and length of the records varied from worker to worker 
and some were found to be less complete than others. Also there is an 
element of subjectivity to be found in as much as the material is based 
upon what the mother has related to the worker. The fathers were not 
seen in treatment. One father, who was having a detrimental affect upon 
his son was seen once and refused treatment. 
Since only two of the eight children were given psychological tests 
t his factor must also be listed as a limitation. However, it was felt 
by the therapists working with the children that they had average or above 
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average intellectual capacity. 
The writer was also forced to make many subjective decisions during 
the follow-up interview. In order to limit this as far as possible, cri-
teria for judgement were set up as will be shown in Chapter Four. 
The influence of growth and constitutional differences have affected 
and are limitations in the analysis of the follow-up visit. 
The Setti~.-- The Worcester Youth Guidance Center is the only child 
guidance clinic of its kind in the community. It functions both as a 
diagnostic and treatment agency. The center serves the community of 
Worcester and also so1ne of the surrounding areas, operating on a non- . 
sectarian basis. Support of the agency is derived from both public and 
state funds. A small amount is received by fees charged to the clients 
on a sliding scale, which takes into account the income and. size of fa~ly. 
By 1947 the evolution of treating mothers in relation to themselves 
and their own problems rather than only in regard to their children, had 
started . The writer took this into account in the selection of cases and 
allowed three years for this to become really effective in the treatment 
process. 
The team relationship of psychiatry, psychology, and social work is 
in operation. The child, in most instances, is seen by the psychiatrist, 
or psychologist, and the parent by the social worker. During the years 
19~0-19~2 there was a mother's group therapy course which met weekly. A 
few of the mothers of this study participated in the group. 
This clinic is accepted and recognized by the community. An example 
of this was noted by the ~~iter while making her follow-up visits. Not 
only did all the people speak highly of the agency, but not one of them 
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asked for verification of t he writer's i dentity even though she kept a 
letter of introduction. Since the writer had told them that she was from 
the clinic they accepted this and did not need added proof. 
Plan of Thesis.-- The following chapter is a theoretical discussion 
of the importance of the parental relationship and how it influences 
school learning difficulties. With this background in mind the writer in 
the next chapter deals with the eight cases at the time of treatment. 
The cases are analyzed in terms of maternal attitude, paternal relation-
ship, type of treatment used, length of treatment and other pertinent in-
f or mation in regard to the cases. The fourth chapter deals with the 
present adjustment of the children, as seen in the follow-up study made 
by t he writer. In this chapter an analysis of the child's adjustment in 
sc~ool, social life, and emancipation process is presented, along with 
other factors that influence the child's present adjustment. In the last 
chapter the 1,rri ter discusses the findings of the study. 
'· 
CHAPTER II 
Recent Trends in Relation to School Learning Problems 
More stress and more demands are put upon education in our society 
than ever before. It has become a prestige value to have a degree. Many 
businesses will not hire a young person without a college education. 
However, all of us have known children, either while we were attend-
ing grammar school, or while working in the field, who do not seem to 
achieve success i n the learning process. They appear to us as if they do 
not care about school and books, or they give us the impression t hat they 
are stupid, when in reality they have a normal intellectual capacity. 
What will happen to these children when they leave school? What chance 
of success do they have in our highly competitive society? vfuy are t hese 
child~en unable to do well in school? What are the causes of learning 
difficulties? 
No child should be allowed to fail continuously either 
at school or at home -- It is like saying that no child 
should be allowed to continue with an· insidious form of 
t uberculosis or blood poisoning. In the case of the physi-
cal illness we rec.ognize our responsibility and spare neither 
time nor expense to effect a cure, but we are only just be-
ginning to recognize that these psychic poisons may be more 
maligriant. They call for a most careful investigation of 
t he enviro~~ental, emotional and neurotic factors. !/ 
Many writers have contributed to this subject. Much of the thought, 
in the last analysis comes down to the parent-child relationship, and its 
!/Francis G. Wickes, The Iriner World of Childhood - ;! Study of 
Analytical Psychology, D. Appleton and Co., New York and 
London, 1929, P. 58. 
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significance, especially in the early development of the infant. 
Personality development can only take place in a 
situation and milieu where there is both security and 
frustration - where there is a simultaneous operation 
of the sameness of and security of repetitive responses 
and t he lack of satisfaction and the insecurity that a 
differentiation of responses always demands. 
To my mind it is quite probable in •••• respect to 
learning •••• t hat these two processes must be present 
as conflict processes if learning (narrowly conceived) or 
the ego and personality development are to take place at 
all. The struggle for differentiation for growth and de-
velopment, for learning, is not the ascendancy of one of 
these processes over the other - not dependent upon t he 
exclusion or r epression of one, but rather upon the opera-
ting effective balance of both factors in continuing con-
f lict. 
The resultant effective compromise of these con-
flictive processes is the l~~ning and is the emerged 
ego and is the personality.=t 
Here we see that Dr. Gardner states that the child must grow up in 
an atmosphere where t here is both security and frustration. Whe re the 
child's needs must be satisfied with love and warmth and yet where 
f r ustration must be pr esent so that dissatisfaction will push t he child 
onward . This becomes not only essential in the psychosexual development 
of t he child but also in the ability to learn . The child thus has curi-
osity and the desire to push ahead and gain new knowledge. · Yet he must 
be sure that he will be accepted even if his attempts fail this time. 
If we look into the development of t he inf ant we see that this is 
the way in which t he child progresses• Arnold Gessell says that: 
'!/ George E. Gardner, "Round Table Discussion, 11 American 
Journal of Orthopsychiarty, (July, 1954) 14:520. 
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To rear a child in the psychological sense is to 
regulate t he parent-child relationship in such a way 
that he has a maximum chance to grow up. Natural af-
fection is not enough, it too frequently leads as4ray. 
There must be detachment as well as attachment. 11 
However, i f the child r epresses his aggressive drives he may look 
upon the educational process as a competitive situation. English and 
Pearson state: 
To grow up, to develop skills that later will make 
for vocational success, to be ambitious and work toward 
vocational fulfillment, is to utilize aggressive desires 
abo'ut which the child feels guilty. Therefore it is better 
to inhibit them. This is done by changing the ambitions 
and the skills needful to accomplish them into their op-
posite, i.e., into an appaFent absence of ambition and an 
incapacity for accomplishment. More basically this re-
quires that all activity be changed into its opposite -
passivity • .!±/ 
Irene Josselyn also agrees with this saying that: 
Children who have come to fear their aggressions in 
the prelatency period will fear the aggressiveness in-
herent in t he learning process • . Because learning cannot 
be absorbed passively they will be unable to learn. 2/ 
Edith Weisskopf also agrees with this saying that if the person 




3/ Arnold Gessell, The Guidance of Mental Growth in Infant 
- and Child, The !1acMillon Company, New York, 1930, P. 160. 
4/ 0. Spurgeon English and Gerald Pearson, Emotional Problems 
- of Living, W. W. Norton and Company, New York, 1945, P. 299. 
2/ Irene M. Josselyn, Psychosocial Development of Children, 
Family Service Association of America, New York, 1948, P. 86. 
6/ Ed.i th vJeisskopf' "Intellectual Malfunctioning and Personality' II 
- The Journal of Abnormal ~ Social Psychology, (July, 1951) 
46:418. 
Liss states that if the child accepts his sexual identity he will 
have little conflict in the learning process. 1/ 
Josselyn connects learning to a child's asking of questions regard-
ing to sex and not receiving answers: 
If the sexual curiosity is repressed before this 
expansion occurs, the desire to learn is also repre7ssed. Learning in any area is then a forbidden pleasure.~ 
Barbara Kimbell found in her study of adolescent boys with learning 
difficulties that school failure is primarily due to a poor father-son 
relationship: 
1tJe never found a warm, close attachment to the father. 
The problem of whether or not to follow in the father's 
footsteps for a future career was a prominent one, with 
some boys resenting such expectations on the father's part, 
others being afraid to enter into any competitive situation 
with the father. 2/ 
Thus we see that school difficulties are related to the child's 
experiences. A child upon entering school during his latency period, 
should, if his relationships have been satisfying, have the ego develop-
ment as described by Helen Ross. 
The battle of conformity to the environment versus the 
child's own wishes has passed its initial stages and the 
drives have capitulated to a great degree. Exhibitionist 
tendencies have given way to modesty; messiness to cleanli-
ness; uncontrolled aggression and cruelty to sympathy and a 
7/ Edward Liss, "Learning Difficulties," American Journal of 
- Orthopsychiatry, (July, 1941), 11:520. 
§/Josselyn, op. cit., P. 86. 
9/ Barbara Kimball, "Case Studies in Educational Failure During 
- Adolescence," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 
(April, 1953), 23:408. 
feeling for one's fellows; unbridled curiosity sublimated 
to investigative pursuits; greediness to cooperation and 
willingness to share. We can enumerate all the virtues we 
wish a child to attain. 1-J"e cannot expect that they have 
all been achieved to their optimum strength, nor can we 
expect that lapses will not occur. According to the degree 
of satisfactions reached in the early years according to the 
adequacy of the superego, i.e., of the character training of 
the early years, is the. child equipped with ego strength. 
This equipment varies widely as we know. As the ego gathers 
strength under t he abeyance of the drives, the child becomes 
free to turn his attention to the larger world around him. 121 
Let us examine the types of maternal attitudes found in this study 
that have affected the child 's growth and inability to l earn. Percival 
Symonds describes rejection as: 
I f a parent mentions his child in a spirit of criticism 
and dissatisfaction and emphasizes the child's shortcomings 
and limitations then one may suspect t hat justly or unjustly 
the parent holds feelings of hate toward the child.ll/ 
A good description of the effects of such rejection upon a child is 
described by Edna Brower: 
The rejection of a child in the home leads to poor adjust-
ment at school, with its kindred problems - unsatisfactory 
work, quarrels with other children on the playground, noise 
and confusion in the classroom, no regard for authority, ap-
parent suspicion of everyone, and resentment toward life in 
general. The child finds reading and the other tool subjects 
very difficult to master. He is not a success at home or at 
school; therefore, in his own mind at least, he is a failure 
and he must live accordingly. 
""' These are "damaged" children, damaged by a lack of love 
during their early childhood, damaged because adults have failed 
10/ Helen Ross, "Emotional Forces in Children as Influenced 
- by Current Events," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 
(July, 1943), 13:503-504. --
11/ Percival M. Symonds, The ~amics of Parent-Child Relation-
ships, Bureau of PuOiic~ons, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, New York, 1949, P. 15. 
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to give them their basic rights to love, security, to a sense 
of belonging, and to acceptance for their own sakes. 12/ 
Another attitude found in this study is that of maternal over-pro-
tection. Agatha Bowley describes this attitude: 
Some mothers try to cover up their feelings by an 
elaborate show of affection or showers of presents or 
quantities of goodies, but in such cases it is usually 
evident that the child is aware .of his fundamental re-
jection. It is not the mother's apple tart that he 
craves for but his mother's love. ---- Some mothers show 
great and constant anxiety lest their child falls ill or 
has an accident, and appear over-maternal. To the dis-
cerning eye this is symptomatic of feelings of itagonism 
and hate, often Unconscious and inarticulate.l3 
David Levy describes two main types of overprotection. One which is 
pure - that being where no undercurrents of rejection is present, and the 
other that of overprotection with rejection present also. He states that: 
The most frequent clinical type of overprotection --
is found in the group in which the overprotection masks or 
is compensatory to a strong rejection. ~ 
This was also found in the present study as will be shown in the 
next chapter. There are two subdivisions to this type - the first being 
maternal overprotection mi4ed with rejection .in which evidence shows a 
predominance of overprotection, and the second being overprotection in 
12/ Edna Brower, "The Visiting Teacher Looks at the Rejected Child," 
- The Journal of Mental Hygiene, (July, 1949), 19:435. 
13/ Agatha H. Bowley, The Psychology of the Unwanted Child, 
E. & S. Livingstone Ltd., England, 1947, P. 19. 
14/ David M. Levy, Maternal Overprotection, Columbia University 
-- Press, 1943, P. 23. 
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infancy followed by later rejection. Both of these were found in this 
study. 
The other type of overprotection is that of maternal overprotection 
of a wanted child. This Dr. Levy calls "pure 11 overprotection. These are 
wanted children and often seductivity on the part of the mother plays an 
important role in the development of the child. Here too, there are two 
subdivisions - the first being indulgent maternal overprotection. The 
child will then be prone to act in an aggressive manner. The second is 
dominating maternal overprotection and the child in this sort of environ-




Eight Cases of School Lea.r,ning Problems 
Terminated as Successful or Very Improved 
This chapter deals with the eight cases t hat were seen at the Wor-
cester Youth Guidance Center during the years 1950 through 1954. The 
children were referred because of school learning difficulties and after 
being in treatment for at least six months all of the cases 1;-;ere closed as 
successful or very improved. 
I n order to understand how the writer came to her judgments and 
categorized the maternal attitudes, a presentation of the cases w~ll be 
given. 
Case One 
Male, nine years of age, oldest of two siblings, and in 
the fifth grade. In spite of average or above average in-
telligence 11 A11 was failing in school and would not work. He 
was enuretic. "A" was unable to get along ldth other boys. 
He could not fight back and in fact seemed to invite the 
trouble he got into. 
~rs. 11 A11 recently took a job and t he paternal grand-
mother came to live with the family primari ly so that Hrs. "A" 
coulc1 take the ,job. Mrs. "A" does not care for her mother-in-
law and there is a great deal of friction between the two 
women. 
Mr . "A" is a very immature person who feels extremely 
threatened by the boy and so constantly asserts his authority. 
He shows little interest in the things that interest "A" and 
deliberately devaluates and often destroys things 11 A11 makes. 
He is full of anger and hostility which he cannot express 
except through violent headaches and occasional explosions 
of temper. There is mutual dependence in the marital situa-
tion but on a very immature l evel. 
Hrs. 11 A11 finds it very hard to separate herself from 
"A" or to let him have feelings and wishes of his own. Be-
cause she alv1ays wanted to do what was expected of her she 
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expects him to feel the same way. When he does not, she is 
frustrated and angry and r eacts like a littl e girl trying 
to get her own way. Aggression is so frightening to her that 
she has permitted none in him. She criticizes him a great deal. 
Status: Maternal overprotection mixed with rejection. 
Patients were seen weekly for fifteen months in which time 
they had 58 interviews. 
In treatment mother brought out feelings toward her own 
mother and sa-v1 how she displaced them upon "A". 
Type of treatment - psychological support and clarification, 
child - play therapy. 
Case Two 
Male, six years of age, midole of three siblings and in 
the first grade. "B" had just received a report card which 
noted him to be restless and inattentive. He was being pro-
moted on trial. He did not obey the teacher and had poor 
hand work and poor concentration. "B" was also enuretic - no 
organic bases could be found. 
Hr. and :M"..rs • 11 B11 have been living on a marginal income 
until recently because of t4r. "B" 's inability to get work. 
Mrs. "B" treats and refers to her husband as "one of the kids" 
but suffers from her own dependent needs. Mr. "B" has little 
contact with 11 B11 • 
Mrs. "B" ' s relationship to her son is one of overpro-
tection with warmth and affection shown. There is guilt in 
the relationship. She constantly fears for his safety. 
There is also seduction on her part which plays into the 
reality situation, because of lack of fuel both Mr. and 
}1rs. 11 B11 have been sleeping with the _children and invaria-
bly she sleeps with "B". Mrs. "B"'s lack of confidence evi-
dences itself in her inability to carry out a consistent 
pattern of behavior with hLm. 
Status: Maternal overprotection - Indulgent form. 
Patients were seen weekly for six months in which time 
they had 19 interviews. 
In treatment Hrs. "B" began to see why she had the desire 
to keep 11 B11 a baby. At close of treatment was referred to 
Fa>nily Service for her husband >vho had dependency conflicts. 
Frequency of urination only symptom remaining. 
Type of treatment - clarification, child - play therapy. 
Case Three 
}1ale, eight years of age, middle of three siblings, and 
in the third grade. Doing poorly in school and unable to 
finish his work. Hrs. 11 C11 said he had been unmanageable for 
the past two and a half years. He is aggressive, tantaliz-
ing, and makes dates with girls saying he wants to get mar-
ried. 
Mr. "C" is a pharmacist and is seldom home. · 
good deal of marital discord between Hr. and Hrs. 
the fact that Hr. "C" spends what leisure time he 
various civic groups instead of with his family. 
the problem of a discrepancy in parental control, 
parents never agreeing . 
There is a 
11 C11 due to 
has with 
There ._ is also 
with two · 
i•1rs. 11 C11 directly rejected "C" and now tries to love the · 
boy and make up for the past but is only able to do this in a 
very seductive way, demanding all of the child's affections 
and causing him to be overdependant on her. The lack of dis-
cipline plus her feeling that she does not know what to do 
seem to add up to a very insecure position for the boy. Mrs. 
11 C"'s own neurotic needs are so great that she seems unable 
at present to bring up the children in a mature manner. 
Status: Maternal Overprotection mixed with rejection. 
Patients seen weekly for seven months in which time they 
had 23 interviews. After this Hrs. "C" participated in the 
mothers' group weekly for another year and was seen individ-
ually 18 more times. 
During this time she expressed the wish for further help. 
It was felt indicated and referral to a private psychiatrist 
>-ras dis cussed. However, she deciqed against it. 
Type of treatment: Psychological support, child - environ-




Male, thirteen years of age, younger of two siblings, 
and in the eighth grade. Doing very poorly in school. Did 
not cooperate in the house and was sulky. Unwilling to be 
corrected by step-father and showed excessive affection 
toward mother. Onset of problems was seen to be 18 months 
prior to application and about six months after mother's 
marriage. 
Step-father did not work f or several months and took 
care of the house, doing the washing, cooking, etc., while 
mother worked. He seemed perfectly content in this role. 
"D" was a wanted child and 1-1as always close to his 
mother. Original father, being an alcoholic, was out of 
t he home most of the time. Mrs. "D" depended upon her son 
for company though she made excessive demands upon him. 
t1other has been seductive with him on the. one hand and on 
t he other she deprives him of masculine activities. The step 
fat her's willing submission to the "castration" also seems 
to incr ease "D"'s conflicts as he had no one to identify 
with. 
Status: Maternal Overprotection - Dominating. form. 
Patients seen weekly for six months in which time they 
had 22 interviews. Mrs. "D" was helped to see her feelings 
t owards her f irst husband were affecting her relationship 
tO"'wards 11 D11 and husband. At close of treatment referred to 
Family Service Association for further work on marital situa-
tion. 
Type of treatment: Clarification, child - play therapy. 
Case Five 
Male, eight years of age, middle of three siblings and 
in the thir d grade. The most important, crucial problems 
were in relation to school. Having initially refused to 
leave the home to start school, he was at the time of appli-
cation in danger of failing at school and was a behavior 
pr oblem t here. He was also enuretic. Temper tantrums 
precipitated by almost any frustration. Parents have felt 
some vague and periodic concern about the high girlish pitch 
of "E"'s voice. 
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Hr. "E" feels himself to be a financial failure and 
that he cannot satisfy his family's economic needs. He 
gets moods of depression when the whole family can feel 
the strain. During these times, which are frequent, their 
relationship is that of cold politeness. 
Hother has a need to keep "E" an inf a11t for she fears 
him as a sexual object should he really grow up. She desires 
him to be quiet like a girl on the one hand, and on the other 
hand, her expectations are that he be tUtra noisy, trouble-
some and wild, like she never was as a child. She identifies 
"E" with her worst traits. 
Status: Maternal Overprotection ·mixed with rejection. 
Patients seen weekly for 19 months in which time they 
had 56 interviews. Hrs. "E" was helped to see how her 
neurotic relationship with her mother was affecting her 
relationships with husband and son. Her identification of 
her own traits with "E" and her mother were .recognized. 
Type of treatment: Psychological support and clarification, 
child - play therapy. 
Case Six 
Female, nine years of age, oldest of t hree children and 
in t he second grade. She is behind in school a year and a 
half and is now failing in her work. She also stutters se-
verely. This started at age four. I. Q. test given and she 
is considered to be in normal range. 
Fat her is described by mother as an easy-going, patient, 
home~lo·ving man. 1-fother is qui t e anxious about her own in-
adequacies. She is compulsive in the home but has littl e 
interest in her own personal appearance. I"laternal grand-
mother living in the home and the two women are constantly 
at odds. 
Hother identifies herself with "F" in that when she 
was a child she had to compete with a twin sister who did 
better than she was able to do. She has feelings of guilt 
for having kept "F" a baby for so long. She is 11ow reject-
ing of 11F11 because she is so slow and never encourages her 
to help in the home. She resents her babyishness as she 
feels that 11F11 makes demands on her in getting dressed and 
in being fed special food for breakfast. 
17. 
Status: Maternal overprotection in infancy followed 
by later rejection. 
Patients were seen weekly for three years, but the 
number of interviews are not recorded. Mother also par-
ticipated for a few months in the group therapy mother's 
group weekly. Mrs. "E" helped to see how her feelings 
toward her-twin sister, closely identified with her mother, 
were affecting her relationships and she has been able to 
see herself as an equal. 
Type of treatment: Psychological support and clarification, 
child - play therapy. 
Case Seven 
Male, eight years of age, oldest of three siblings, 
and in the third grade. Difficulties in learning -
teacher thin~s he is lazy and will not cooperate. At two 
years of age started to gag when he ate and developed a 
dry nervous cough when he was punished. A chest x-ray 
proved negative. In the second grade he complained that 
he could not see, but again after examination doctor said 
his eyesight was perfect. Mother also feels that at times 
he is effeminate. At school there have been also complaints 
about exhibitionist behavior on his part. 
In the first years of their marriage J'ir. and Mrs. "G" 
fought a great deal. While she was pregnant with "G" she 
realized that she would have to give in to her husband in 
order to keep their marriage together. After seeing her 
mother and father quarrel and the results of it, she 
thought it would be worth while giving in. 
However, she confesses she is "boiling over inside" 
and she !mows she takes it out on "G". itJhen they first 
came to the clinic she complained that she "could not stand" 
"G" vlhile she felt she had no difficulty in this respect 
with 11G"'s two younger brothers. She resented "G"'s want-
ing to sit near her or stroking her arm and was aware that 
she lost her temper quickly and without reason with him, 
in contrast to a more controlled behavior with her other 
two sons. 
Status: Rejecting 
Patients s een weekly for eight months. Number of 
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interviews are not recorded. Mother received. awareness about 
how she had identified "G" vri th her own father toward whom 
she had much hostility. At close of treatment referred to 
Family Service Society because marital situation was not 
worked through. 
Type of treatment: Clarification, child - play therapy. 
Case Eight 
Male, twelve years of age, oldest of two children, who 
was just excluded from school. Mother had applied for 
treatment when he was seven-and-a-half because of his dif-
f iculties in school .and his inability to learn. However, 
she did not accept treatment. He was now described as 
hyperactive, disruptive in class, failing in his subjects, 
and having no friends. I.Q. test showed him to be of at 
least average intelligence. 
Father is said to have been hospitalized a few years 
ago with a depression. He is now vmrking again, but is 
"inclined to worry ." 
Mother at point of first intake was suffering from 
eczema of the hands, which she attributed to her nervous-
ness . At that time she would over-indulge "H" and would 
go to school constantly to argue with the teachers about 
her son, condemning them and putting all the blame upon 
them. However, she revealed a great deal of pressure and 
expectation from the boy. In discussions with the social 
worker there were alternating over-indulgence and punitive 
approach. 
Status : Maternal overprotection mixed with rejection. 
"H" was seen in treatment for fifteen months. At first 
he was seen twice a week and then weekly. He had 69 inter-
views. Mother was seen only periodically and was able t o 
permit "H" to take over more responsibilities and to lessen 
controls. 
Type of treatment: Psychological support, child - play 
therapy and environmental manipulation. 
Seven males and one female comprised the study. This seems to 
indicate that in learning problems it is the males who exceed the females 
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in this difficulty. However, it must also be noted t hat males exceed 
femal es in all types of clinical treatment. 
The ages of the children ranged from six to thirteen years of age. 
There were two adolescents in the study. One of them, however, had 
originally applied when the boy was seven but t he mother had refused 
treatment at that time. The original problem was the same - learning dif-
ficulties, and by the time she re-applied the problem had intensified to 
the degree that the child had been excluded from school. In this study 
the age of eight was predominant, with three of the children being of that 
age. 
The size of the family varied from two to t hree children (see Table 1). 
It is interesting to note that there were no only children, nor did any 
family consist of more than three children. The family of three was pre-
dominant ~rith five of the families consisting of this amow1t. In this 
study four of the children were the oldest, three of the children -v1ere 
middle children, and one child was the youngest child in the family con-
stellation group. No trends can be derived from this. 
All of the childr·en had other problems beside school l earning diffi-
culties. Four children showed behavior problems. Thre·e children :were enure. tic 
without organic bases and one child showed other somatic diff iculties. 
Two children were considered to be effeminate by their parents, one child 
showed exhibitionist behavior and one child stuttered. 
These problems were .noted as far back as babyhood with only one case 
starting within the last two years. It is this writer's opinion that 
before getting into t he school learning difficulty the parents tried to 
deny the problems in their children. However, they were unable to deny the 
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problems any longer when teachers and report cards verified the difficul-
ties their children were having. An example of this is shown in one case 
where the child was not brought to the agency for help until he was eight 
years of age. The reason for coming was because the teacher felt he had 
a good mind but was not doing passing work. Upon talking with the mother 
it was found that she was concerned about her son since he was two years 
old. She describes him as being "nervous and high strung." At two years 
of age he started to gag when he ate, and developed a dry nervous cough 
when he was ptmished. A chest x-ray proved negative . He did not want 
to go to school and for the first three months would cry because he was 
afraid of being late, and when at school cried because he did not have 
time to finish his papers. In the second grade he complained that he 
could not see well but again after an exami nation the doctor said his eye-
sight was perfect. At time of intake he had headaches and stomach aches 
continually. 
The marital relationship in seven out of the eight cases was not 
harmonious, with both parents receiving little emotional satisfaction. 
In one case the father had a definite detrimental affect upon the boy 
whereby he would destroy things his son had made and would devaluate 
him. In seven instances the father took little or no interest in the 
child, spending hardly any time with the child. The writer feels this 
tends to confirm the interest some clinics are now beginning to show in 
the need for the involvement of the father in the treatment process. 
This also confirms Barbara Kimbell's finding in her study of adolescent 
boys t hat a lack of a warm close attachment prevailed between father and 
son as was discussed in chapter two. We can go one step further and say 
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that the father-child relationship also affects children in their la-
tency period who have l earning difficulties. This is seen, for example, 
in case A. J•rr. A. had little contact with his son. He showed little 
interest in the things that interested the boy, and had the need to con-
stantly assert his authority. In treatment it was fo und that the boy saw 
himself as an intelligent lad, but one who is weak. He could not compete 
with his father. He gradually began to see himself more as a man rather 
than as a weak person, and became more aggressive. He was thus able to 
do well i n school and they made a special request that he be allowed to 
go to prep school the following year despite the fact that he had a poor 
report card the year before. 
The maternal attitudes were found to fall into five groups as was 
described in the previous chapter. In six out of the eight cases, the 
attitude of the mother was predominantly negative rather than positive. 
Not only in the one case that was rejecting, (in Symonds' terms) !/but 
also the overprotection in five of the cases was mixed with feelings of 
rejection (in Levy's terms). 'l:,/ One was overprotection in infancy followed 
by rejection and four were overprotection mixed with rejection. However, 
these feelings are not to be considered irremediable as will be shown in 
the analysis of the treatment situation. Two maternal attitudes were 
of the "pure" overprotective form - one being indulgent and the other 
'l:,/ 
Percival M. Symonds, The pynamics £f Parent-Child Relationships, 
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1949. 
David M. Levy, Mat~rnal Overpr otection, Columbia University 
Press, 1943. 
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being dominating . 
Table l gives the reader a picture, case by case, of some of the 
items discussed in this chapter. 
Table l. The Children in Relation to Chronological 
Age, Grade in School and Ordinal Position 
in Family, Plus the Maternal Attitude 
Case Age Grade Ordinal Position Maternal 
Attitude 
(lJ (2J {3) O:i) 
l 9 5 Oldest of two Overprotection 
mixed with rejec-
tion 
2 6 l Middle of three "Pure 11 overpro-
tection - indulgent 
form 
3 8 3 Middle of three Overprotection 
mixed with rejec-
tion 
4 13 8 Youngest of two 11 Pure" overprotec-
tion - dominating 
form 
5 8 3 Middle of three Overprotection 
mixed with rejec-
tion 
6 9 2 Oldest of three Overprotection in 
infancy followed 
by rejection 
7 8 3 Oldest of three Rejection 
8 12 
* 
Oldest of two Overprotection 
mixed with rejec-
tion 
*excluded from school 
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In analyzing the type of treatment the writer based the classifica-
tions on those set forth by Florence Hollis: 
1. Hodifying the environment - this is used only 
when the pressures of the enviro~ment are be-
yond the client's control or when it is likely to 
yield change in the client when done by the social 
worker. 
2. Psychological Support - this is used in order to 
strengthen the ego. The techniques include accept-
ance and reassurance and a permissive attitude in 
order to alleviate anxiety and guilt feelings within 
the client. Attitudes which will enable the client 
to function more realistically are encouraged. This 
tec!Lnique is often used in conj unction with the next 
two described. If the person has a very weak ego 
only the supportive method is used. 
J. Clarification - aimed toward the understanding 
and change of attitude and behavior. It can range 
from simple intellectual understanding to one that 
is of a deeper comprehension of attitudes and feel-
ings. However intellectual component is still high. 
4. Insight - involves carrying this understanding 
to a deeper level. In this case person must have 
a good degree of ego-strength.1/ 
Treatment of the child can be catagorized in two methods: 
1. Hodifying the Environment - as described above 
under n~mber one of treatment classification. 
2. Play Therapy - treatment as in insight therapy, 
utilized in conjunction with play. 
In this s~~ple two mothers did not have the ego strength to benefit 
from clarification and only the technique of psychological support could 
be used. For example, one was the mother of the boy who was excluded 
from school. She was not seen on a regular basis, but rather had periodic 
interviews and occasional telephone calls were made. 
In three cases clarification was the technique primarily used and · 
l/ Fl9ren8e Hollis, "The T~phQiqltes o~ Cp.~ework," The Journal of Soc~al asework , June, 1~49J, JU:23~-24J. 
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in three cases both psychological support plus clarification was used. 
Thus it can be said that six out of the eight mothers had enough ego 
strength to be able to attempt to understand their feelings toward their 
child~en. Treatment methods with the children consisted of play therapy 
in six cases, while play therapy and enviro~mental m~Dipulation was used 
in two cases. Improvement was noted in all the mothers' attitudes and 
in the children's adjustments. There seems to be no trend, shown in 
this study, toward any particular type of treatment method. This seems 
to indicate that the particular type of treatment is not important, but 
rather, that the type of treatment should be based upon individual diag-
nosis and study of the client and his personality. 
Length of time in treatment ranged from six months to three years, 
and from nineteen interviews to sixty nine interviews. Four out of the 
eight cases were closed within one year of treatment. One case remained 
in treatment for three years. The average length of time was 13 months, 
and seven out of the eight cases were closed within two years. It is 
the agency's policy that in working with our clients we do not set up a 
certain period of time but rather that the length of treatment is based 
upon the individual, his problems, and his ability to accept and use 
treatment. 
By the end of treatment all of the mothers had changed their atti-
tudes toward their children. In three cases the mother had i dentified 
the child with negative feelings she had toward her own mother, in one 
case hostile feelings toward the father was projected on the child. In 
one case feelings toward the first husband interferred wit~ the mother's 
relationship with her son and husband. In four cases it was shown that 
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feelings toward the mother's Oim parents influenced her reactions toward 
her own child. Because in two cases the exact causes of the attitudes 
were not known, the writer feels that four out of six may show a trend. 
Wickman and Langford state that they found in their work at Child Gui-
dance clinics that: 
From cases intensively studied and treated we have 
learned a good deal about parent's underlying conflicts 
of love and hate in familial relationships. Conflicts 
in feelings in early relationships are ~ater reflected in 
parent 1 s relationship with the child. !!,/ 
the 
It should be noted that though the mother's attitudes had 
changed and the children had improved that in three cases the clients 
had been referred to Family Service at the close of treatment. Two of 
the three were for marital difficulties and one specificall y for the 
father's problems. 
!!,/ Katharine M. Wickman and William S. Langford, "The Parent 
in the Children's Psychiatric Clinic," American Journal 





The Follow-Up Study 
This chapter deals with the present adjustment of the eight children, 
as seen in the follow-up interview. The writer was interested in ascer-
taining iorhether success continues after leaving the treatment situation 
and some of the factors influencing the present adjustment of the child. 
A short presentation of the important parts of the interview is 
given first so that the reader will have a context within which to under-
stand how the present adjustment of the client was determined. 
Case One 
Follow-up visit made two years after closure of case. 
"A" is now twelve years of age, and is attending Junior 
High School. His grades have improved up to a G. Hrs. "A" 
stated that there has been a gradual improvement. 
"A" has one very close friend. The two boys have many 
similar interests. Mother describes him as being a fine 
boy. It is her opinion that this has had a great effect upon 
"A" - before he had no friends at all, let alone a close 
friend. 
"A" belongs to the church choir and attends rehearsal 
three times a week. He received a scholarship from the 
choir to take dancing lessons. Since joining this dancing 
group, he has been receiving 'phone calls from a few girls. 
Mrs. "A" is beginning to realize he is gro1fring up. He 
associates with some boys from school and the clubs, but 
considers the boy mentioned above as his "best friend." 
Mrs. "A" discontinued "A"'s attending the choir re-
hearsals for about a month. She said he had not been doing 
enough work. "A" now gets his homework done earlier, and 
has demanded to go to choir. Mrs. "A" thinks he has enough 
to do, and does not want him to join the Boy Scouts. 
Mrs. "A" said that since corning to the clinic, she has 
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tried harder, and this has helped the situation. Her main 
worry is to try to keep him happy - when he is unhappy, it 
has its effects. 
Case Two 
Follow-up visit made five years after closure of case. 
"B" is now almost thirteen years of age. He is a freshman 
in St. John's School and is very proud of it. One has to 
receive an average of 85 to be admitted. 
!Jfrs. "B" described 11B11 as having a soft heart, and 
when his younger sister is ill, he will spend all his free 
time with her. He does many duties around the house and 
can be trusted with money. 
She said that she considers him a little too bold, 
though his friends do not. He belongs to the Boy Scouts, 
and to a basket-ball team. The frequency of urination, 
which was present when the case was closed, has diminished. 
11 B11 has become closer to his father in the past few 
years. His father goes to basket-ball games with him, and 
will drive him and his friends from games and movies in the 
evening. He feels that this is a good indirect way of super-
vising him without his knowing it. 
Hr. "B111 s father passed away during the interim period 
and left them a little money. They have built a home. 
Mrs. "B" took a part-time job and is much happier. She is 
getting out of the house and meeting people. She attends 
the P.T.A. meetings. 
Case Three 
Follow-up visit made five years after closure of case. 
11 C11 is now over fourteen years of age. He just about gets 
by in school - he does well in Math, but has failed in 
English. 
"C" belongs to a fraternity, and also works on a com-
munity project. There is a lack of friends coming to the 
house - he meets them outside. He goes to dances, and has 
met and dated girls. He still attends synagogue, and is in 
the confirmation class. 
Mrs. 11 C11 said that he is too sensitive. One day she 
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found him crying, saying that he tries so hard and is a 
failure. She said that she thinks "he may be unhappy. 11 
Marital discord still prevalent. Father was home 
when the writer visited. He asked if the writer would 
like him to stay. The writer answered that if he wanted, 
she would like him to. Mrs. 11 C11 said that she would prefer 
speaking to the writer alone. When the writer left the 
house, Mr. "C 11 was sitting in the car listening to the 
radio. Mrs. "C" said that Mr. "C" does not understand her, 
and they do very little together. He was extremely de-
pressed last September, and saw a psychiatrist once. The 
doctor said he would get in touch with him as soon as he 
had an opening, so he can come on a regular basis. Doctor 
never contacted him. 
Case Four 
Follow-up me.de two years after closure of case. 
"D" is now fifteen and one half years old. He is in his 
sophomore year in High School and things seem to have 
worked out very satisfactorily. Although he is not a 
"great 11 student, he is now doing well in school. He is 
in the middle range in school. He has many friends with 
two or three close friends. He goes out on dates, and 
has not limited his dates to only one girl. Belongs to 
the explorer scout group, a skiing club and the youth group 
at the church. 
Stepfather and 11 D11 are closer. They have gone skiing 
together a number of times and seem .to have a more friendly 
relationship. 
Mother still working. It gives her an outside interest 
and does not confine her to the home. 
Case Five 
Follow-up made four and a half years after closure of 
case. "E", thirteen years of age, is in the eighth grade 
now and doing very well. All his marks range in the middle 
and upper group of the class. 
He has friends and belongs to the explorer group in the 
boy scouts in which he has just passed the first class. This 
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fall he joined a basketball team. He belongs to a fencing 
group which the minister of the church organized, which 
meets twice a week. He also participates in a youth fellow-
ship group at church. 
Hrs. 11 E11 said that now they are good friends. She feels 
she had resentment towards him before, and now that he is an 
adolescent they have many mo~e things in common. 
Case Six 
Follow-up visit made three and a half years after closure 
of case. "F" now fifteen years of age and is in junior high 
school (she had been left back before coming to the agency). 
She has been getting G's on .her report card. 
Stuttering has still been present, though not as severe-
ly noticeable. · She is attending a speech class and is re-
ceiving help. 11F11 is also now taking singing lessons and 
will have a solo at a recital that will be given soon. 
Mother and daughter are very close with daughter help-
ing in the house. l'fother said that daughter is her "shadow." 
During the Christmas rush mother works and is able to help 
in the family finances. She can trust daughter with the two 
younger boys. 
11 F11 does not have too many friends. Feels the girls in 
school are too young. Mother agrees with her and goes on to 
say that the children in their neighborhood are not very nice. 
l•lother feels that she herself is able to handle her 
problems in a better manner .now. Before she would "make 
mountains out of mole hills. 11 
Case Seven 
Follow-up visit made almost five years after closure of 
case. , G11 is now fourteen years of age and in his first 
year of high school, his marks being in the eighties. In 
the seventh grade he was elected chief marshall, and in the 
eighth grade he was the· student in charge of the mimeograph 
machine and was acting principal the one day when students 
took charge of running the school offices. 
He has many friends, with two or three close friends. 
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He belongs to the Catholic Youth Organization a~d Hockey team. 
Parents did not give their permission to join the Boy's Club 
because it meets twice a week on schoolday nights. They feel 
it interferes with studying. 
Father has become less strict and controlling. Mother 
feels that the television programs on bringing up children 
has helped father realize this. He also goes to hockey 
games with "G." 
They have bought their own home. Mother feels that 
t here is a different type of children in this neighborhood. 
These children are interested in doing well in school and 
joining clubs that are supervised properly. 
Case Eight 
Follow-up visit made over a year after closure of case. 
"H" is now fourteen and in Jlinior High School. He hasn't 
had any more difficulty in school. He is not considered a 
behavior problem anymore and is rece~Vlng mostly G's on his 
report card. He reads a lot and wants to be a bio-chemist. 
He tends to stay in groups of people rather than with 
individuals. He is "going steady11 - sees one particular 
girl whom he goes out with once a week and will take her 
to the dances that are scheduled by the club he belongs to. 
:tv1other said that the girl is nice and will be satisfied with 
just a movie and a soda. She doesn't demand the things most 
teen-age girls expect. 
11 H11 belongs to the American Zionist Association and 
the Boy Scouts. He recently joined a neighborhood basket-
ball team. Before his coordination was far too poor for 
him to participate in this type of sport. Mother was quite 
happy about this. He isn't clumsy anymore and his writing 
can now be deciphered. 
11 H11 is not affectionate with mother as he used to be. 
He gets along with his father and will help in the house. 
Makes his own bed and will warm something up for supper 
when mother is late coming home from work. 
Present Adjustment.-- The criteria set up in analyzing the present 
adjustment of the child are as follows: 
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1. Successful - one in which at the time of the follow-
up visit the symptoms for which t he patient was referred had 
disappeared completely with no recurrences or new symptoms, 
and the patient was making a good social adjustment. 
2. Improved - one in which the problems had not dis-
appeared completely but no new difficulties had appeared. 
3. Unimproved - the same problems presented at the 
time of referral still existed, or new ones had appeared 
and there was no improvement. In general h~s social adjust-
ment was considered to be unsatisfactory •. !/ 
In six out of the eight cases the original problems had disappeared 
and the child was making what can be considered a good social adjust-
ment. In two of the cases the child had made some improvement. For 
example, case four did not have any friends or playmates upon coming to 
the agency, but he now seems to be making a fairly good social adjust-
ment, however he is still doing poorly in school. Case six, on the other 
hand, is doing satisfactorily in school and has one interest outside of · · 
the home, namely singing. However she still stutters and does not have 
f riends. Thus all of the cases in this study have improved and six out 
of the eight have made a successful adjustment. None of the cases can 
be considered as unimproved. 
The number of years since the closure of the case and the follow-
up interview ranged from over one year to five years. This does not seem 
to show any trends in reference to the case being improved or successful 
at the present time. The ages of the children, at the time of t he follow-
up ranged from twelve to fifteen. 
!f Anne Miller, ~Study of Fifty Patients at the W.Y.G.C. in 
Relation to Outcome of Treatment and their Later Adjust- ' 
ment, unpublished master's t hesis, Simmons College Li-
brary, 1939, p. 2. 
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During the interim period three boys out of the six successfully 
adjusted children became closer to their fathers. The other three were 
able to get along with their fathers better but lacked the doing things 
and going places together. Of the two cases that had improved, one of 
the fathers worked nights and had little time to spend with his daughter, 
and the other father spent little time with · his son. 
The mother 1 s attitude toward the six cases that v-<ere making a 
successful adjustment were seen to be positive though in two cases t here 
was seen to be a slight conflict in the dependency-independency struggle 
as will be explained in the next paragraph. In the two cases that showed 
Lmprovement but has not attained success one relationship was seen to 
be of an overprotective dependency natl~e and in the other the marital 
conflict had heightened. Thus in the two cases that showed improvement 
the family relationships were poor. 
All of the children, with the exception of one, were doing satis-
factory work in school. None of the children l-Tas considered to be a be-
havior problem in school. Seven out of the eight children had friends, 
belonged to clubs, and participated in recreational sport activities. 
The emancipation process is one which all adolescents go through. 
I n this study seven out of the eight had begun the struggle. The writer 
set up the following criteria in determining the present emancipation 
status of the child: 
1. Progressive - Parents and child cooperating together 
in an attempt to work through t he emancipation process. 
2. Growing - Child pursuing fight for more independence, 
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of.ten against parent 1 s wishes. 
3. Static - Child and parent content in relationship as is, 
with littl e effort on either part to help in the emanci-
pation process. 
In t his study five of the children were seen to be making 
progress, two were seen to be grow-ing, and one was seen to be making 
little progress. The one child that was making little progress was of 
t he i mproved adjustment status, but an overprotective pattern of relation-
shi p could still be seen. I n the two cases of t he successfully adjusted 
children where the parents were not giving their full cooperation it did 
not seem to aff ect t heir total adjustment. 
The emotional tone of the family was analyzed while making the 
fo l low-up visit. The total family atmosphere was t aken into account 
i ncluding relationship between husband and wife. The following criteria 
were set up: 
l. Harmonio·1s - At mosphere of warmt h and affection preside. 
2. Understanding - Atmosphere of basically good will, 
but the true deep feelings lacking. 
3. Conflicting - Atmosphere of lack of affection and 
discord prevailing. 
I n t he eight cases one was seen to be that of a harmonious feeling 
tone, six were seen to be that of an understanding feeling tone prevail-
ing in the family and one was seen to be in conflict. Though only one 
was considered to be in harmony seven out of the eight can be considered 
as having a positive feeling tone conducive to healthy growth. 
In two of t he six successfully adjusted cases the family was finan-
cially better sit uated t han t hey were before. None of the f amilies had 
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, 
a lower financial status than before. In all of the cases mother's atti-
tude toward the agency was very positive and no distinction can be made 
in relation to the present adjustment of the individuals of this study 
and their attitudes toward the agency: 
The follo~~ng table gives the reader a picture case by case of some 











Table 2. The Children as Seen in Their Overall 
present adjustment, Emancipation Process, 
Emotional Tone in the Family, and the 
Number of Years Since Seen in Treatment 
Status Emancipation Emotional Number of Tone years since 
Closure 
(2) (3) (4) (5) 
Successful Growing Understanding 2 
Successful Progressive Harmonious 5 
Improved Progressive Conflict 5 
Successful Progressive Understanding 2 
Successful Progressive Understanding 4.5 
Improved Insignificant Understanding 3.5 
Successful Growing Understanding 5 
Successful Progressive Understanding 1.25 
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CHAPTER V 
Summary and Conclusions 
This study consisted of eight cases referred to the Worcester Youth 
Guidance Center because of school learning difficulties. All of the cases 
wer e treated and closed as successful during the years 1950 through 1954. 
Selection of the cases was limited to the criteria of - absence of physi-
cal handicaps, average or above average intelligence quotient, two parents 
present in the household, and patients seen for ·at least six months. 
The purpose of this study was to examine some of the causes of school 
failure and to evaluate the effectiveness of treatment. This was done by 
analyzing .the case records and also making a follow-up visit to evaluate 
the present adjustment of the child and to determine the affect treatment 
has upon this adjustment. 
The questions in regard to the case material were: 
1. What are the maternal attitudes towards these children? 
2. 1.-Jbat are the paternal relationships with these children? 
The maternal attitudes found in this study fell into five groups, 
namely : rejection, rejection mixed with overprotection, overprotection 
in childhood followed by rejection, indulgent overprotection, and domina-
ting overprotection. In six of the eight cases the attitudes were nega-
tively oriented . In one case the attitude 1.vas one of re j ection, four 
had attitudes of rejection mixed with overprotection, one mother's 1atti-
tude was that of overprotection in childhood followed by rejection, one 
case was seen to be that of indulgent overprotection and o~w~_omina-
ting overprotection. This study would then tend to agree with David 
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Levy's finding that most cases are that of rejection mixed with overpro-
tection. 
In this study all of the children had other problems beside that 
of the school learning difficulties. These problems were noted by the 
parents before coming to the agency. It . is only when the school diffi-
culties were recognized that they were able to accept the help. This 
seems to indicate that the child's problems originated before he enters 
the school situation. Poor school achievement was only one of the pro-
blems; their total life experience was severely affecting this problem. 
The writer feels t hat i t is important for teachers to become aware, 
as soon as possible, of children whose parental relationships have been 
disturbed. These children are not ready to enter into group participa-
tion. Though education and social work are two different professional 
disciplines their aims are that of giving service to individuals, groups, 
~~d society. Their methods and techniques differ. Though they are two 
separate and different disciplines each can contribute to the affective-
ness of the other's functioning and in turn bring about a healthier ad-
justment of the individual to society. 
In this study the relationship between father and child were seen 
to be either one of distance, lacking in warmth and 1mderstanding, or of 
a negative disruptive influence. This would seem to show the need for 
the father's becoming involved in the treatment process also. A child 
is in need of a mother and a father. This would also tend to agree with 
Barbara Kimbell's finding that the relationship of adolescent boys show-
ing school learning problems is a very poor one with their fathers. 
Treatment was effective in all of the eight cases and mother's at-
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titudes did change. Wnen this change became effective the child was able 
to work out his problems. This would seem to show that the mother mus t 
be willing to help in the process by looking at herself ~~d examining 
what in her has influenced the behavior in the child, in order for ef-
fective change to occur. Because in these eight cases mother's attitude 
did change treatment was able to be successful. 
In spite of the differences in length of treatment, type of treat-
ment and number of interviews, all of the eight cases were terminated as 
' successful or very improved. This seemed to indicate that treatment should 
primarily be based upon individual diagnoses. Also there did not seem to 
be any indications of ordinal position in the family, exact age of the 
chi ld, size of the family, and economic status of the family as influential 
in the cause of school learning difficulties. 
In the follow-up study t he v..rriter was interested in the following 
questions: 
l. What is the present adjustment of the child? 
2. What are some of the factors responsible for this adjustment? 
In this study all of the children can be considered to have im-
,proved. Six children can be considered to have made a successful ad-
j us tment and two can be considered to have made an improved adjustment. 
In the two cases of children that can be considered to have improved 
ther e a.r'e indications in ~me t hat the marital conflict of the parents had 
increased, and in the other that the mother's attitude had not changed 
sufficiently to diminish the overprotective pattern enough to help the 
child emancipate from the home to t he degree of finding friends of her own. 
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At termination of treatment of these two cases one was considered by the 
therapist as successful on the part of the child but the mother was seen 
by the case-vmrker for a year after the boy was terminated. The other was 
the case seen for three years and closed as "much improved." 
There is some evidence that a better economic status and a more 
wholesome father-child relationship - where father and child are closer, 
are associated with the successful adjustment of the child. In three out 
of the six successfully ·adjusted children their fathers were closer to 
them and enjoyed activities together. The other three successfully ad-
justed children got along in a more positive manner with their fathers. 
In two of the successfully adjusted cases t he family was economically 
better situated. In none of these cases was the fa~ly doing worse than 
when they first came to the agency. 
Seven out of the eight cases had ' begun , t he emancipation process. 
Five out of the seven were .receiving coop~ration and understanding from 
their parents. In two cases the parents 1-vere ambivalent about this 
important aspect of the adolescent's fight for independence. This did 
not seem to have a detrimental affect upon the children. 
Only in one case was there an emotional tone of conflict prevailing 
in the f~~ily at the time of the follow-up. Six were seen to be under-
standing and one v1as seen to be that of a harmonious feeling tone. The 
feeling tone of the family is essential in the help and understanding 
that a child needs in growing up. ltJhenthe mothers first applied. to the 
agency marital conflict and distance between f ather and child prevailed. 
In the follow-up interview a change could be noted in the family's feelings 
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toward each other. 
Thus we see that success of the child's adjustment in this study can 
be related to the continuance of the change in mother's attitude. More 
studies in this area seem indicated. This study also seems to indicate 
the need for father's participation and active role in family life, and 
t he need for more research in this area also. 
There are three major findings in this study. One is that the 
problem of school learning difficulties originated and was to·· some e±tent 
caused by the past life experiences and conflicts within the child before 
he ever entered school. Another important finding is that the attitudes 
of mothers who have children with school learning difficulties are pri-
marily of a rejective nature. This agrees with David Levy's finding that 
most cases are of re j ection mixed with overprotection. The t hird major 
finding is that pat ernal relationships do have an eff ect upon the growth 
and health of a young child. There seems to be a need for more studies 
in this area and also a need that is just being realized in clinics, 
that is, f or more involvement of fathers in treatment. 
Parental attitudes can be changed and casework treatment is beneficial 
as was seen in eight children who were making a poor adjustment when they 
came to the Worcester Youth Guidance Center and are making a satisfactory 
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To whom it may concern: 
This is to introduce Hiss Hilda 
Goldberg, who is a social worker at 
the Youth Guidance Cent er. She is 
interviewing former clients of the 
Center in order to evaluate and help 
us improve our services. 
Will you kindly give her your 
full cooperation. 
Sincerely yours, 







Schedule for Case Records 
1. Identifying data 
a. age 
b. other siblings in family 
c. grade in school 
d. intelligence quotient 
2. Problems at referral 
3. Home situation 
a. marital status 
b. socio-economic status 
4. Parent child relationship 
5. Treatment 
a. length of treatment 
b. number of interviews 
c. type of treatment 




Schedule for follow-up interview 
1. Identifying data 
a. age 
b. addition or decease of members in family 
c. grade in school 
2. Present home situation 
a. parent - child relationship 
b. marital status 
c. socio-economic status 
d. emotional tone 
). Present adjustment of patient 
a. school adjustment 
b. social relationships 
c. emancipation process 
4. Attitude toward agency 
